Sub: Processing of condemnation proposal for approval of Board.
Ref: Railway Board’s letter No. 2011/M(N)/60/8 dated 02.04.2018.

Vide letter u/r, it has been advised that whenever a wagon is intercepted for processing its condemnation a “certificate of interception for condemnation” is to be taken out from IRWMS. This certificate shall be taken out for each wagon separately, which is intercepted for condemnation. This certificate shall invariably be attached to the proposal for the condemnation when it is put up for consideration by Finance (wherever required) and competent authority.

Further to the above, it is advised that whenever a proposal for approval for condemnation of wagons is sent to Board, certificate of interception for each wagon proposed for condemnation invariably be attached in the proposal.

(Vivek Mohan)
Railway Board